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Prediction of the migration of toxic metals and radionuclides in the environment
requires knowledge of equilibrium and kinetic parameters characterising their interaction
with humic substance (HS). In this work, isotope exchange of Eu and Co in the systems
containing HS has been used to study dissociation of the cations from their complexes
with HS under quasi-stationary conditions.

In the experimental arrangement of the so-called diaphragm method, a dialysis
membrane divides two compartments containing solutions of metal and HS, identical in
both half-cells but for radiolabeling (152Eu and 60Co) applied only in one cell. The
membrane is permeable for free metal cation but not for the metal-HS complex. The
slow dissociation of metal cation from HS is reflected by retardation (compared to a
reference system in the absence of HS) of the rate of the isotope exchange between the
two compartments. However, only an apparent dissociation rate can be observed, as
detection of fast dissociation is limited by the rate of diffusion of dissociated cations
through membrane and by their recombination with available binding sites of HS.

The rate of isotope exchange of Eu and Co in the systems with HS (Aldrich
sodium humate, soil humic and fulvic acid) was monitored as function of pH (4 and 6),
ionic strength (0.01 and 0.1 M), and the degree of HS loading with metal ([M]0 = 10-7 -
2×10-5 M at 10 mg/L HS). For Co, the rate of 60Co2+ diffusion through the membrane
showed up to control the rate of the isotope exchange indicating that the Co-HS
dissociation is too fast to be followed by the diaphragm method, and that the abundance
of uncomplexed Co is not negligible. The apparent rate of Eu-HS dissociation was found
to be enhanced by decreasing pH value, increasing ionic strength, and increasing metal
loading (i.e., metal/HS ratio).

For interpretation of the experimental kinetic data, a discrete 2-component model
(bi-exponential decay function) was applied. Based on comparison of the isotope
exchange data with results obtained by independent techniques (potentiometry, ion
exchange, electrophoresis), a concept of HS as a mixture of two types of binding sites
(strong - slowly dissociating - less acidic, and weak - rapidly dissociating - more acidic)
is discussed.


